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01  Boss Man
Effortless jazz offers a smokey groove with a gorgeous lead sax and guitar 
combo. Creamy guitar solo at 1:00 and easy-going piano feature at 1:23.

02  Together Again
The life of luxury in this glitzy serving of relaxed jazz. Gliding brass riffs over 
silky rhythms. Check out 1:05 for the smartest of piano solos.

03  After Dark
The coolest of Kats in this vibey underground jazz speakeasy. Seductive 
drums with a snaking sax lead that tempts you into the late night.

04  Step Into The Blue
Upgrading to the deluxe version! Luxurious and funky jazz groove with a VIP 
attitude. Bluesy Hammond solo at 1:13 with trombone blast from 2:11.

05  Hot Plate
Groovy kitsch jazz with a joyous and feel good atmosphere. Cheeky flute 
melody leads to a teasing trombone and trumpet solo from 1:11.

06  Full House
Going all tropical with this breezy and sun-drenched Latin jazz track. Bouncy 
melody with choppy rhythms in support. Playful piano solo from 1:11.

  Good Society  07
Entertaining and light-hearted jazz band plays a cheerful and upbeat 

theme. Groovy opening steps up a level with bluesy guitar solo at 1:25.

  Unhurried  08
Take a walk on the chilled side of town. Funky and hip jazz groove with an 

informal feel. Brass melody leads to a creamy guitar solo from 0:43.

  Fifth Avenue  09
Laidback cool personified in this 70s inspired groovy jazz number. Serving 

up a luscious combination of muted trumpet and Hammond lead.

  Foot In The Door  10
Glamour and classy vibes with this jazzy and funky groove. Bouncy rhythm 

section with catchy melodic hooks. Percussive breakdown at 1:09.

  City Life   11
A lavish party setting which rolls back the years. Bluesy, retro jazz with a 
screaming saxophone lead! Leads to a lush electric piano feature at 1:37.

  Mellow Road  12
Intimate bluesy jazz for the after-hours crowd. With its steady feel, this late 

night and mellow track takes you seamlessly through to sunrise.

All titles written by Rob Townsend and Arnie Somogyi
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 hip jazz played live by expert musicians.

After Hours has a creative depth that you’ll seldom hear on such a release. As 
well as the main versions you’ll find played underscores, cut-downs and stings. 
Spread across 90 cues this should transmit a sense of individuality. Rob and 
Arnie’s live collaborations include the likes of Steve Hackett, Robbie Williams, 
Tom Jones, Charlie Watts and Amy Winehouse. These diverse experiences are 
imprinted on the backbone of this record. Rob offers, “We recorded the old 
fashioned way all in one room at once and that’s when the music came alive. It 
was a lot of fun making this album and hopefully that comes across”. In their 
hopes for potential usage, Arnie views this release, “Could be used for nearly 
anything!” – We hope you agree.

Guitar - Mark Ridout / Hammond, piano and rhodes - Ross Stanley / Bass - 
Arnie Somogyi / Drums - Ian Thomas / Percussion- David Pattman / Saxes and 
flute - Rob Townsend / Trumpet - Dave Priseman / Trombone - Alistair White

Recorded at RAK, London. Recording and mix engineer Paul Golding. 
Mastering by Streaky at Metropolis.  

Artwork by Kilo Design. Album Produced by Roberto Borzoni.           
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http://search2.warnerchappellpm.com/login/publicsearch?public=UKGuestUser&searchtext=%5BCAR504*%5D


P / C 2017 CPM Music Ltd. CPM (formerly Carlin Production Music) is a comprehensive 
catalogue based in London, featuring top writers and producers from around the world. 
With over four hundred release to choose and the ability in requesting bespoke cuts, this 
highly regarded label can suit most of your production requirements. Please log onto
www.warnerchappellpm.com for the full catalogue.
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If you need some more
Jazzy inspiration why don’t try

the following.

Rob and Arnie’s 
previous jazz odyssey

All Tracks from 

Cool Jazz Grooves
[CAR429]

Some Stealthy Moments
Playlist link to 

Stealthy Jazz
Entering the small hours

Playlist link to 

Late Night Jazz
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